DAILY ASSIGNMENT

Announcements:
• Sept. 2 (tomorrow), 7-9 pm, Olin 275: Frankenstein movie
• Sept. 3 Visitor: Gh. McDayter (reading see below. Yes, this is a long reading assignment. It will be the longest reading assignment of our entire course.)
• Sept. 3 2nd draft of autobiographical paper due (see below)

due: Friday September 3, 2 pm

1. Revise your autobiographical paper taking into consideration the comments you got during our peer review in the writing center.

1a. At the beginning of our Friday class hand in a hardcopy of your 1st draft with the comments of your peer.

1b. At the beginning of our Friday class hand in a hardcopy of your 2nd draft (revised paper).

1c. Log into blackboard and click the “Assignments” Icon. Then click on the green check to hand in electronically your 2nd draft of your autobiographical paper.

2. Frankenstein

Read: To be prepared for our visit from Prof. Gh. McDayter read the book Frankenstein. (On our webpage I listed the sections you may not read, here what you should have read by our Friday class:) Read pages 5-118, 138-151, 170-188, 205-225.

3. Comments

There is no daily assignment entry required for this Friday class. I made, however, an entry possible, so that everybody could do a testing of the entries via our webpage. This is optional.